
960 POPULATION. 

give a fairly complete enumeration of the foreign-born 
Hebrews in the United States. (See footnote.) 

Statistics of mother tongue are chiefly significant 
with reference to the natives of :five countries-Ger
many, Austria, Hungary, Russia, and Canada. Im
migrants from Canada include many French-speaking 
as well as many English-speaking people, while the 
very numerous immigrants from each of the other four 
countries include a number of widely differing ethnic 
groups. There is also a considerable mixture in the 
case of the immigrants from Belgium, part of whom 
speak French and part Flemish; of those from Switz
erland, part of whom speak German, part French, and 
part Italian; and of those from the Balkan Peninsula. 

Classification of mother tongues.-The mother 
tongues for which statistics are presented in this 
chapter are classified according to linguistic groups in 
the following list: 

English and Celtic (includes Irish, Scotch, Welsh, and 
Manx). 

Germanic: · 
German. 
Dutch and Fr.isian. 
Flemish. 

Scandinavian: 
Swedish. 
Norwegian. 
Danish (includes Icelandic). 

Latin and Greek: 
Italian (includes Romanah and Friulian). 
French (includes Breton). 
Spanish (includes Basque). 
Portuguese. 
Roumanian. 
Greek. 

Slavic and Lettie: 
Polish. 
Bohemian and Moravian. 
Slovak. 
Russian. 
Ruthenian (includes Little Russian). 
Slovenian. 
Serbo-Croatian-

Oroatian. 
Dalmatian. 
Servi.an (includes Bosnian and Herzegovinian). 
Montenegrin. · 

Bulgarian. 
Slavic, not specified (includes Wendish). 
Lithuanian and Lettish. 

Unclasaified: 
Yiddish and Hebrew. , 
Magyar. 
Finnish (includes Lappish and Esthonian). 
Armenian. 
Syrian and Arabic. 
Turkish. 
Albanian. 
All other (includes Persian, Gypsy, Georgian, and 

Kurdish). 
Unknown. 

The classification is based largely on linguistic rela
tionship. The first three groups named-the English 
and Celtic, Germanic, and Scandinavian-embrace all 
"Teutonic" mother tongues, in the broad sense of 
this word, together with those Celtic languages which 
could not in the census figures be accurately sepa
rated in practice from the English; the remaining 
Celtic tongue, the Breton, could not be accurately 
separated from, and is, therefore, counted with the 
French. With the Latin is included a numerically 

less important and somewhat related mother tongue, 
the Greek. Likewise, with the Slavic are joined the 
related Lithuanian and Lettish. 

All the groups above named are of strictly European 
languages; the unclassmed mother tongues are not 
strictly European. There is, however, one minor ex
ception in the case of the Albanian, which in the list 
is made to follow the Turkish immediately because of 
the close relation of 'the two races geographically, so
cially, and politically. With the exception of the :final 
small remainder designated as "all other" (the Per
sian, Gypsy, Georgian, and Kurdish), it is evident 
that this group of "unclassmed" mother tongues also 
is now largely represented in European population. 

.A.mong the mother tongues which have been com
bined because the returns showed that one had often 
been wrongly reported for the other, are the following: 
The Dutch and Frisian, the Bohemian and Moravian, 
the Lithuanian and Lettish, the Yiddish and Hebrew, 
and the Syrian and Arabic. Some who have been 
reported as German in mother tongue no doubt should 
have been :reported as Frisian, although it is believed 
that more of the latter have been reported as Dutch. 
For a similar reason the Moravian has been tabulated 
with the Bohemian and the Lettish with the Lithua
nian, as is the practice in the statistics of the Bureau of 
Immigration. In the two remaining cases what are 
practically dead languages-the Hebrew and the 
Syrian-have been reported by many who really speak 
Yiddish or Arabic, respectively, and, therefore, have 
been counted with the latter two mother tongues. 
Many more were reported as Syrian than as Arabic in 
mother tongue, and yet Arabic was undoubtedly the 
language of customary speech, before immigration, of 
virtually the entire number of persons in this country 
reporting Syrian. 

The Albanian, with a total of only 2,366 of foreign 
white stock in the United States, is the smallest 
mother tongue group for which statistics are ordi~ 
narily presented. A few groups of minor importance 
are included with larger groups (as shown in list) and 

NoTE.-The comparison is made in the followillg table in whl?h countries of or!· 
gin are so grouped as to make the census figures comparable with those published 
in the Annual Reports of the Co=issioner General of Immigration. 

FOREIGN-BORN WHITE l.M:1llGRANTS: 1899-1910 
POPULATION: 1910 

Refsorting Yid-
Jiebrew. COUNTRY OF ORIQIN. d hmother 

tongue. 
Total. Total. 

Per Number. Fer 
Number. cent. cent. 

--
Russia and Finland ... 1, 732, 421 838,332 48.4 1, 749,075 765,531 43.8 

7.8 Austria-Hungary ..... 1, 070,524 144,484 8.6 2,322, 604 180,802 
89.8 Roumania ............ 65, 920 41,342 62. 7 61, 073 54, 827 
4.5 United Kingdom •.... 2,572, 123 14, 40\l 0.6 958,375 42,896 
1. {) _Germany ............. 2,5Cll, 181 7,91() Cl.3 377, 481 7,015 

The figures show that in the -0ase of :Persons born in Russia and Fl:nl\lnd nnd 11} 
Austria-Hungary, to which together are credited 93.4 pe~ celft Jif ~e ftfi81ft~~r~~
Yiddish mother tongue, the percent!1ga speaking Xidd!JSth th 0Jma~ta Unitelol 
centage Hebrew among the Immigrants. The op{Jos1te s rue o o • 
Kingdom, and Germany, but the figures involved are comparatively small. 




